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Michael N

on
04/05/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this rifle and the reasonable price. I only wish the Rossi designers had machined a place to install a scope or aimpoint. Because tax happy Illinois politicians have slapped a 10% sales tax now on all internet sales, it will make it hard to find competitive prices for internet firearm purchases. 











Terry A

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Rossi make FINE MDL 92 clones. You might find them a bit rough at first, but for the price you can't truely expect a Swiss watch. I smoothed this action by just cycling the action 1000 times while watching the TV. After that, it was a smooth as any that have had action jobs. Most old lever guns would not see that kind of use.. Think about it - are you really ready to believe that someone would shoot twenty deer a year for 50 years? By cycling the action, you have done just that. Normal wear and tear smooth the action quite nicely. (I have 9 Rossi lever action RS92s and love everyone of them). 











Travis S

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of my most accurate 44 mags. Fit and finish in mine was great, stainless was very even colored. Shipping was fast, and I had my rifle in a few days. I switched the sights out to fiber optic. Shoots 240gr very well. I have taken a few deer with this rifle at distance and I absolutely recommend you get one to! 











James C

on
03/19/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Best “walking around the wood” rifle I have. The rifle is light and easy to carry, and it’s made of stainless steel so I don’t have to worry about a little moisture in the woods. Had to make a ever so slight adjustment of the forward sight to get it right, no I can hit a 2 liter soda bottle at 100 yards with iron sights (best my eyes can do with iron). Got a few pigs on the table with this one. It’s a winner. 











Frank G

on
12/19/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have not shot this gun yet. I will be ready next Deer season. Thanks Bud"s for a great deal !!!! 











Jason B

on
07/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent rifle, lots of fun, shoots 44 Magnum very well. Kicks like a mule though with the metal backplate. I would recommend a recoil pad of some type for the wife and kids. 











Geoffrey T

on
04/17/2017




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










My overall advice: Buy an American or Italian made lever-action, or if you have the dollars and the patience (they are never in stock online at Davidsons) a Japanese made Winchester 1892. I was really hoping for somewhat of a better experience with this gun than I have had with other BrazTech/Taurus products in the past. If you want a project gun, this is the one for you. The sights, if you hate buckhorns like I do, are going to need to be replaced. On the first day of shooting the tiny round brass bead popped out of the front sight, to be lost forever, so that needed to be replaced. On the second day of shooting the ejector and spring popped out of the bolt. After taking it home and disassembling and resembling it several times, I finally figured out that the piece of the ejector responsible for retaining it in the bolt, had broken off. Makes you wonder what kind of shitty low-grade steel amalgamations BrazTech is using in the guns internal parts. Anyways, rather than go through the hassle of sending the whole damn gun back to Miami I simply ordered a new ejector from StevesGunz (The Rossi Specialist, anyone who owns a Rossi levergun needs to know this guy) which was not exactly cheap at $49.95. While I was at it I also ordered a replacement ejector, (since the stock one is supposed to be too strong) a ejector collar, a new magazine spring and metal magazine follower. (the stock is yellow and plastic) I am also planning on refinishing the stock and fore end, since the existing finish on them is light and rubs off easily. Its funny I had a gunsmith drill and tap the tang for a nice Marble's improved tang sight. And he said that the weakness part of the 1892 design is the ejector. Great! Now I know. I am now about $200 above what I paid for the gun, in sights and parts, just trying to make it pretty, practical and potent. In the end I think I have learned my lesson. I will never buy another Brazilian made firearm again. 











Morton L

on
03/01/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










BEAUTIFUL RIFLE TACK DRIVER BIT WATCH OUT FOR THE KICK 











Gary S

on
07/11/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful rifle ,took it to range today it performed superbly,30 flawless rounds right out of the box,going for the 357 next 











Stephen H

on
02/28/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wow! I am in love with this gun! It is a beautiful gun, easy to handle and is everything and more of what I was expecting! Buds is the only place I gun shop now!! Love it! 











Richard B

on
12/01/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little carbine shoots accurately handles well It's my go to gun that is my constant companion working around the farm or deer hunting in thick brush. You won't be disappointed 











(rev. Fr.) Christopher R

on
12/01/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Say what you think but right out of the box I took her to the range and was just enthralled with her performance at 75 and 100yds. Superb. I admit I was a bit Leary about getting her, however the .44 magnum being one of my favorite cartridges ran through her like a Hemi. She's a keeper! One to keep right by the bed! In God We Trust! 











Yuval A

on
10/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I picked one up about a year ago knowing that it would be kind of rough and crunchy inside. I had been researching a lot on the forums, and decided that this would be a great opportunity to own a sweet 1892 without spending a lot of loot. Nothing could prepare me for what I would find inside when I disassembled the 92, it was like something machined in India for Harbor Fright tools. Just about every edge inside had a sharp and nasty burr, I guess this was the approach the bean counters at Rossi came up with to keep the costs down. Anyways now that I've slicked up the action with my fine swiss files, lightened the trigger and thinned the loading gate spring, this is my pride and joy. I hit my targets just fine at 75 yards with the open sites it came with, although I will probably upgrade to peep sights from stevesgunz.com when I want to splurge. Get the 92 if you can, and if you're not please with it right out of the box, with a little work you can make this 92 great. Oh yea, my stock had a bad fit up too, the sharp edged I don't mind so much but there's a gap here and there that I wish wasn't there. 











Matthew H

on
04/02/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I was desperate to get a lever action in .44 mag before the April 15th cut off for 10 round mags hit New York. (Does the tube on a lever action count? No one seemed to know so I payed it safe.) I went out on a limb and bought a Rossi. I'd heard not such great things about them, sticky actions, bad fit, particular tastes for particular ammo if you wanted it to feed right, but bought it anyway. Turns out this is a sweet rifle. No, the fit of the wooden parts isn't perfect, and it could use some checkering on the foregrip, but other than that, this gun is great. The action is fine, as good as my Marlin 30-30. I've had no feeding issues with several different types of ammo and it's a blast to shoot. I haven't tested it for accuracy, but it seems to hit what I point it at. Maybe I was lucky and got a good one, but based on my experience, I have to highly recommend this gun. 











Tom G

on
03/27/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Got my Rossi 44 magnum lever action rifle in 10 business days after placing my order with Bud's.Took the rifle to the shooting range 2 days after I received it and shot about 200 rounds.Right out of the box the rifle shot about 18" high at 50 yds and finally got it sighted in. At 50 yds groups where running 3 to 4 inches with high wind gust.The trigger pull and lever action were smooth and functioned perfectly On the minus side of things the finish was only fair,the stock was only stained and had no protective top coat. 











Doug M

on
03/13/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent rifle, the action is tight, which i suspect will smooth out after a few more rounds. I've shot about 200 240 Gr LSWC with no problems. Very accurate with nice sights. finish is excellent. Probably buy the 357 version for the wife when it's available, the rifle has some kick but not bad, especially compared with my Mosin.. Buds service was great as always. 











Christopher W

on
11/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great rifle for the price. Looks great and is a lot of fun. Operation out of the box isn't the best due to some minor action work needing done but who doesn't like working and learning about their new gun anyways. Price is very attractive especially with the free shipping. I've only shot off a few rounds and that was before i did the action work. There are some upgrade aftermarket parts i do suggest buying that also aides in the action work. The iron sites are spot on altho i know many have a gunsmith go ahead and tap a rail on for a normal scope/site. Brazztech is also great to deal with and will treat you right if you need anything if you lost a piece. A+ 











Bryon M

on
08/20/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










love the rifle looks good shoots good buds was fast very happy will buy again thanks buds 











Josue T

on
05/08/2012




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Not happy. The rounds would not cycle from the magazine to the chamber and had to really slam the lever for it to work. I called Buds and they told me I had to contact Rossi who is actually Taurus. It's too bad cause is a really good looking rifle. The action is nowhere as slick as my Henry or Marlin. 











Clayton G

on
06/14/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got this gun for SASS competition, My first time shooting it I used it in a match, right out of the box never touched the sights never fired it. And this gun was dead balls on.. I shot 50 rounds and I had 2 misses and the misses were my fault.. I LOVE THIS GUN.. It looks and shoots ASSUME 











Clayton G

on
04/28/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have not shot this gun yet.. But I can say its nice looking and the action is smooth... But I have owned Rossi guns before with no problems.. 











Clayton G

on
04/09/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great looking gun, very light weight, I really like this gun. And it seems like Bud's guns got there heads out of there butt and they are shipping and processing like they used to nice and fast and the emails are getting to me like before over all they are back to the way they used to be.. 











Eleazar R

on
01/30/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received rifle in perfect condition, shoots perfectly. The finish on the rifle is awesome, great craftmanship. Delivery was very long, 11 days from time of payment. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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